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I view Apple with almost as much loathing as I save for overzealous federal prosecutors. My last 

Apple phone was a lemon. The "Genius Bar" isn't. When I hear Apple extol its vaunted regard 

for privacy, I think of all the invasive personal questions my iPhone used to ask before I could 

download a free app. 

So when I began reading CEO Tim Cook's open letter outlining the reasons why the most 

valuable corporation in the world would not submit to a judge's order that Apple help break the 

encryption on a terrorist's iPhone, I was ready to believe that Apple was putting its brand before 

public safety. But this is no black-and-white controversy.It's more complicated. 

The FBI believes that the San Bernardino County Public Health Department-owned work iPhone 

of Syed Rizwan Farook – who with his wife, Tashfeen Malik, killed 14 people on Dec. 2 – may 

contain important information about other terrorists. Prosecutors want Apple to override its 

technology that wipes out phone data after 10 unsuccessful attempts to enter a pass code in order 

to see what's in Farook's phone. 

While critics of national intelligence surveillance like to rail against National Security Agency 

bulk data collection, this story is not about sweeping surveillance, It is about a judge's warrant 

for the phone of a known terrorist and mass murderer. San Bernardino County gave the feds 

permission to tap phone data. It is possible that the phone's contents could save lives. Or not. 

Julian Sanchez of the libertarian-leaning Cato Institute, notes that Farook and Malik tried to 

destroy their burner phones, but not the iPhone. 

Cook wrote that if the government forces Apple to bypass its security codes, then "the encryption 

can be defeated by anyone with that knowledge." The answer to which should be: OK, don't 

share the knowledge. But to Cook, the exercise is like Pandora's box. You open the lid, all the 

bad things get out. 

Worse, the FBI essentially is demanding that Apple do the FBI's job: criminal investigation. 



Cyber law attorney Catherine Gellis described Apple's position in a different manner. "Apple is 

trying to deliver an invulnerable product," she told me. If Apple can break its own code, then its 

new iPhone is "no longer a secure device. It's no longer invulnerable." 

Cook, Sanchez and Gellis fear that if the government succeeds in using the All Writs Act of 1789 

to force Apple to undo its security measures, there's no way the Department of Justice stops with 

Farook's work phone. Indeed, Sanchez thinks that's the idea. He suspects this effort is less about 

Farook's phone and "more about finding a high-profile case to push a novel and somewhat 

unprecedented" use of an 18th century law. 

It wouldn't be the first time the feds have used their considerable muscle to pick on the wrong 

person. In 2007, the government imprisoned videographer Josh Wolf for seven months based on 

the incorrect belief that Wolf had video that might reveal the identity of a protester who seriously 

injured a San Francisco police officer. 

"I just don't see them doing that to Apple," former CIA spokesman Bill Harlow told me. Harlow 

doesn't think Uncle Sam would haul such a large corporation into court unless there was no other 

recourse. 

Gellis told me that once Apple admits its pass codes wear no clothes, entrepreneurs and hostile 

foreign governments will try to create their own backdoor into the iPhone. I have to think others 

already are trying to hack iPhone security software, because the notion of inviolability sounds 

too good to be true. But that doesn't mean it's smart to encourage hackers. Or that it's smart to 

develop anti-encryption software that others can steal. The trade-off: Risk inviting China and 

freelancers to break iPhone security in the hope that Farook left useful intelligence in his iPhone. 

The downside may be far worse than the upside is good. 

 


